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BrainIAK
Analysis performed using the BrainIAK Python package for 
high-performance neuroimaging analysis. 
For additional information, see brainiak.org/ohbm2018

Introduction
Real-time fMRI enables online analyses, experiments, 
diagnoses, and neurofeedback-based treatment

Cloud computing allows users to rent arbitrary computing 
resources, providing modular, scalable, and maintainable in-
frastructure

How can cloud-computing infrastructure be used to expand 
the scope of real-time analyses?

Cloud Computing
We move the
pre-processing and 
modeling & analysis 
steps to the cloud to 
take advantage of:
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Task Design
Offline (N=24): training a perceive / retrieve classifier

Real-time (N=2): controlling the classifier
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decrease α if retrieve
increase α if perceive

Full Correlation Matrix Analysis (FCMA)
Computationally complex: correlation of time series activation data 
across top-k voxels 

Whole-brain and spatially-distributed 

MVPA: Pattern
of Activity

FCMA: Pattern
of Correlations

Sliding window 10 TRs x 2,000 voxels

Corr. matrixSVM Model

Results
1. Prototype cloud system for processing TRs in real time

2. Generalize predictive capability across subjects

Whole-brain connectivity-based
analysis shows initial promise

Possible that models trained on 
one group applicable to others

This analysis would be infeasible
if run locally (~37x slower per TR) 1 2
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Discussion
Cloud computing enables analyses such as FCMA for practitioners 
without access to hardware, software, or systems expertise
In addition to making new analyses tractable, may also accelerate ex-
isting work by running many analyses simultaneously 
A collaboration among the authors’ institutions is developing a service 
to provide cloud computing for practitioners. Please contact us if 
you’re interested!
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Total Cloud: 1,500 ms (~$40) vs. 56,240 ms locally
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